
Unmatched Coverage Program

 X Up to 5 years of PANEL WARRANTY
 X Up to 5 years of REMOTE SOFTWARE SUPPORT
 X Up to 5 years of DROP COVERAGE PROGRAM
 X 3 years WORKSTATION WARRANTY
 X 2 years GENERATOR WARRANTY
 X 1 year STAND WARRANTY
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ExamVue Duo
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ExamVue Duo 
Acqusition Software

Our Solutions ExamVue Duo Package
With superior image quality and intuitive 
imaging software, the ExamVue Duo 
digital imaging system delivers fast image 
acquisition, easy workflow management,  
and lower dose for your patients.

The Examvue Duo system comes 
equipped with a strong suite of medical 
tools, and is available in any configuration 
for your practice needs.

JPI is not your average imaging 
solutions provider. Our coverage 
program provides the lowest 5-year 
cost of ownership by combining:

X-ray Grid

MOBILE STAND
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

Lightweight  |  Easy-to-use  |  Seamless Workflow

Lighter, more maneuverable, and better protected 
than the competition, TruePortable™ was designed 
specifically with portable provider technologists 
in mind. The TruePortable™ can be maneuvered 
easily up stairs, in tight areas, and underneath 
beds.



ExamVue Duo Acquisition Software 

Contact us:
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User-Friendly Design     |  Simple & Fast Workflow         |         Convenient Diagnosis Function

Premium Protection
TruePortable™ combines portability, durability, power, and 
advanced image processing to provide exceptional images. 
We built TruePortable™ with protection of your investment 
in mind. Protective encasements and carry bag protect your 
detector and laptop during transportation and use. 

Great protection will allow your team to go about their day 
knowing that your most valuable components are well-
protected no matter where you take them.

Unfold and be ready to take an X-ray immediately

With state of the art and intuitive imaging tools, our ExamVue 
Duo acquisition software produces clear, concise, and 
quality images with even the oldest generators. Reliable 
and convenient, the ExamVue Duo software seamlessly 
integrates into any professional practice.
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Ergonomic Design

ExamVue PACS comes standard with medical diagnostic 
tools and can be expanded even further with the JPI 
Cloud PACS. The JPI Cloud PACS expands your access to 
your images to anywhere you can connect to the internet 
and allows for easy sharing with doctors and patients 
throughout your practice or anywhere in the world.
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